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Satellite communications are an integral part of many industrial control systems

across many sectors, but their usage speci�cally in critical infrastructure continues to

be misunderstood by the industry.

While there has been multiple investigations into vulnerabilities and exploitation

methods of satellite systems, less attention has been given to threat vectors and how

they actually impact the environments that rely on them.

Much buzz was generated by the Viasat outages in February 2022 and their effect on

European wind turbines, but not on how much the service disruption actually

impacted these systems. In addition, much of the guidance on how to secure satellite

communication systems focuses heavily on military applications, which can have

different architectures and needs than those deployed in critical infrastructure

networks.

In her presentation, Demystifying Threats to Satellite Communications in Critical

Infrastructure, MJ Emanuel discusses an intrusion on Inmarsat satellite providers

within the US by an APT, which she’s now attributed to Russian military intelligence,

APT28.

Drawing on lessons learned from recent incident responses involving satellite

companies and systems, this talk covers how different sectors rely on satellite

communications, trust relationships of the satellite provider ecosystem that could be

potentially abused by threat actors, how various attack methods could impact

infrastructure processes, and potential ways to detect abuse.
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About the Presenter

MJ Emanuel is an incident response analyst at the U.S. government’s Cybersecurity &

Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA). Her work focuses on industrial controls

systems, threat intelligence, and forensics.

Prior to joining CISA, she was a malware and CTI analyst at the National Cyber

Forensics and Training Alliance. She has a BA in environmental studies from Hendrix

College and an MS in information security policy and management from Carnegie

Mellon University.

About LABScon

This presentation was featured live at LABScon 2022, an immersive 3-day conference

bringing together the world’s top cybersecurity minds, hosted by SentinelOne’s

research arm, SentinelLabs.
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MJ Emanuel: 

Good afternoon everyone, I was about to say morning. I'm here to talk about satellite

communication usage in critical infrastructure.

I think this is something that we don't really fully understand. And so we just kind of like, say,

that's scary, that's bad.

You know, there's a lot of, there is a lot of news and headlines about the wind turbine disruption

after the ViaSat compromise.

But, you know, the wind turbines didn't actually stop producing energy. So I think we need to

talk a little bit more about the nuance of when are data flows just interrupted and when is it

visibility that's interrupted? And that's what I'm gonna try to do in this talk
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MJ Emanuel
Good afternoon everyone, I was about to say morning. I'm here to talk
about satellite communication usage in critical infrastructure.
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I think this is something that we don't really fully understand. And so we
just kind of like, say, that's scary, that's bad.
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You know, there's a lot of, there is a lot of news and headlines about the
wind turbine disruption after the ViaSat compromise.
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But, you know, the wind turbines didn't actually stop producing energy. So
I think we need to talk a little bit more about the nuance of when are data
�ows just interrupted and when is it visibility that's interrupted? And
that's what I'm gonna try to do in this talk.
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LABScon brings together the world’s top cybersecurity minds to
share cutting-edge research and push the envelope of threat
landscape understanding.
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